INTRODUCING THE NEW J/9 FOR 2021

Is This The Most Comfortable
J/Boat Cockpit Ever?
YES! In response to the growing
need among performance sailors
for a more comfortable, simpler
and easy-to-own daysailer, J/
Boats announces an exciting NEW
28 footer (the “J/9”) for 2021 with
perhaps the most comfortable
cockpit and easiest to handle
sailplan in this size range.

J/9’s deep, secure cockpit has four
great corner seats to nestle into
and enjoy the day. With friends
and family aboard, everyone can
find the perfect place to relax.
And access aboard has never been
easier. A swim platform behind
the cockpit allows walk-through
boarding, and on those downwind
sails home, you can cool off by
dragging your feet in the water.
Built in Bristol, Rhode Island, USA by CCF Composites.

Pure Sailing Joy
One person can sail the J/9 in just
minutes! Simply hoist the main
and trim the sheet. Thanks to the
built-in stability, the sleek hull
shape, and the large mainsail, the
J/9 is designed to perform better
under one sail than most others
under two. And when you want
an extra burst of speed, simply
unroll the self-tacking jib or the
Code 0 attached to the optional
fixed, carbon bowsprit.

Steering the J/9 is pure joy. With
both feet braced against the
opposite cockpit seat, you can
relax and enjoy the fingertip
feel and control that only a tiller
can provide, as the J/9 responds
instantly to your touch. Steer
comfortably from the high side
or low side, and once back at the
dock or mooring, lift the tiller up
out of the way to expand your
social area.

All the Basics Below
The J/9’s functional interior includes a large settee berth with
removable backrest to port and a double seat to starboard with small
nav/electronics cabinet, and cooler platform. A proper marine head
is installed forward of an open-style main bulkhead (with curtain)
and a V-berth package is available as an option. This cabin offers
protection from the elements, ventilation through two opening
portlights and overhead hatch, and plenty of storage throughout.

J/9 Specifications
Dimensions		Foot/ Lbs			Meter/ Kg
LOA				28.00			8.54
LWL				25.40			7.75
Beam			8.60				2.63
Standard Draft		4.90				1.50
Shoal Draft		3.90				1.19
Displacement		4,250			1,927
100% SA			449				41.71
Designer			

R. Alan Johnstone

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice or obligation

The J/9 is the first in a new series of modern J
daysailers dedicated to making sailing easier,
more comfortable, and more inclusive, at
a time when escaping to the water and
enjoying shared family adventure has never
been more important.

www.jboats.com

